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Search for Massive Narrow Mesons
in pd Interactions at 15 GeV/c

63300 photographs taken at BNL during an exposure
oft he 80" deut erium - filled bubble chamber to a beam 0 f
antiprotons are used to study the neutron interactions
P-d --> D X- at an incident momentum of 15 GeV/c. The mass. s
recoiling against the spectator proton Ps has a range from
-5 to 6 GeV/c2 and is determined by the beam momentum and
the kinematic quantities of the spectator. A special
technique for reconstructing the angle of the spectator
track by constraining the curvature according to the
momentum from its range provides an average accuracy of
-15 MeV/c2 for the mass. The beam momentum was monitored
by measuring non-interacting beam tracks using PEPR in an
automatic mode. With a resolution of 22 ± 3 tvJeV/c2and a
sensitivity of 10 to 20 ~b per standard deviation of
significance no resonance is found in the total sample of
events nor in any of the topological channels. On each event
the track forming the largest angle with the beam has been
measured for a better determination of the vertex if the
angle with the beam was greater than 20° in each view. An
analysis of the hypothetical reaction pd --> Ps TT X for
these events shows no narrow structure exceeding a
significance of 3 standard deviations in either the doubly
charged (exotic) or the neutral missing mass distribution.
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High mass meson spectroscopy has experienced

varying interest in the last 10 years. The results from

the CERN missing mass spectrometer 1 in 1966 initiated

experimental activity for meson searches in the mass

region up to -3 GeV/c2 as well as many theoretical

attempts to explain the data. The Regge model described

the high mass resonances as members of some rotational

band of well established particles. A few years later it

became apparent that most experimental studies on meson

resonances did not reproduce the results of the CERN

experiment. pp total cross section data2 showed broad

bumps in the T- and U- region; beyond this region the

cross section appeared to approach smoothly and fairly

rapidly the Pomeranchuk limit. Most high statistics

experiments failed to see narrow high mass mesons in

exclusive reaction channels and many of them even

provided evidence against the existence of previously

claimed resonances. The "killing" of dubious resonances

was accompanied by attempts from theorists to explain the

broad bumps in the total cross section data as threshold

effects. When by the end of 1972 the first data were

obtained from the accelerator at Fermilab attention and

activity in particle physics were concentrated on

interactions at very high energies. The recent discovery



of the J/~ meson3 revived the interest in heavy meson

influenced in its design and goals by the Regge theory.

It is a search for mesons with a mass close to 5.5 GeV/c2,

Reggeons. The spacing between the resonances on a straight

trajectory with a slope of 1 (Gev/c2)-1 in this mass

region is 90 MeV/c2, requiring a resolution of

approximately 20 MeV/c2.

pd -) P Xs

where Ps is a spectator proton,

X is the particle or the system of particles
recoiling against the spectator,



deuteron. The neutron target is not at rest in the

laboratory frame; the Fermi motion in the deuteron varies

the center-of-mass energy of the pn - system between

-5 and 6 GeV. The spectator proton reflects the motion of

beam momentum its kinematic quantities determine the mass

of the X- to an accuracy of -15 MeV/c2 (on the average).

track according to its momentum.

Counter experiments4 measure the total neutron

cross section on a deuterium target at fixed beam energies,

thus averaging over a wide region of pn CM- energies. Any

resonance in the pn - system is a member of an I = 1

equivalent is formed in pp interactions. The counter

experiments5 that measure the pp total cross section

in the CM- energy range between 5 and 6 GeV do not observe

any narrow structure (see Fig.18). However, their



roughly 50 MeV and since the pp system couples to I = 0

states as well, the density of resonant states may be

higher. This experiment provides a continuous range of

CM- energies, whereas the average spacing of the discrete

counter data is 100 MeV. Although the bubble chamber

experiment cannot compete in the amount of measured events,

the systematic errors - especially between different

counter experiments - are in the same order as the

statistical errors of this experiment.



A total of 63300 pictures from the second run were

scanned for events with a stopping proton. Scanning and

measuring was performed concurrently on Vanguard film

plane digitizers. Because the measuring is relatively

simple for this experiment a separate scan did not prove

to be more efficient.

According to the experience with the preliminary

experiments (chapter 6) and due to the considerations in

chapter 5 about contaminating reactions the film was

searched for all events with more than 2 outgoing prongs

(even or odd numbered), where at least one of the tracks

is a stopping proton and for 2-pronged events with a

stopping proton, where the other track forms an angle of

more than 2 degrees with the beam track in at least one

view. The scanning rule for the 2-prongs was chosen to

eliminate essentially all elastic and quasi-elastic

scatters as well as 2-prongs with a charged leading

particle; most of these reactions are peripheral with

not much interest for this experiment.

A stopping proton was defined as a heavily

ionizing track, consistent with being positive (straight

or opposite curvature to that of beam tracks), which stops



in the chamber in the region visible on the Vanguard

screen when the production vertex is on the cross hair

(center of the screen) and which does not kink or interact.

The rules required the scanner to test whether the proton

leaves the chamber at the front glass or through the back

wall. Clearly associated VOs, gammas and neutron stars

were recorded.

The only tracks measured for each event are the

beam track, the stopping proton and, if available, a

"pointing track". 3 points were measured along the beam

track with the last point near the vertex in a clear region.

Up to 8 points were measured on the stopping proton track,

depending on its length. In high multiplicity events it

is often hard to measure the vertex precisely. In many

cases the position of the vertex can be determined better

by intersecting one of the outgoing tracks with the beam

track. This track was called a pointing track and was

defined on a view to view basis as a clear track with

close to minimum ionization, forming an angle of more

than 20 degrees with the beam track. If the event had a

pointing track in the particular view it was measured

instead of the vertex as a 3 point track with the first

point close to the vertex in a clear region. If there

was more than one pointing track the one most nearly

perpendicular to the beam was measured.

Events with a missing view and events with a



proton track shorter than 1 mm in all 3 views were defined

as unmeasurable.

The measurements were checked weekly with

preliminary versions of the reconstruction program. The

quick feed-back to the measurers helped to reduce the

number of logical errors and misinterpretations of

the scanning and measuring rules, the quality of the

reconstruction provided a monitor for the measuring

accuracy as well as for the functioning of the data

encoding - decoding system. In addition all raw data were

processed through a program to check the last two digits

of the recorded coordinates for randomness.

For reconstruction the program NP54 6 was

modified to make various checks on the data and the

scanning information and to perform the operations needed

for the special technique to reconstruct short stopping

protons (section 3.5). The beam track is reconstructed

in the normal way. For the reconstruction of the proton

track the vertex is first determined in each view. If a

pointing track was measured the circle through the three

points on the beam and the circle through the 3 points on

the pointing track are intersected. The error of the

intersection perpendicular to the stopping proton o~ is



. 2 . 2/3Sln 0< + sln
. 2Sln r

ex is the angle between the beam and the proton,
P.> is the angle between the pointer and the proton,

't is the angle between the beam and the pointer

and is used to determine the error of the proton angle.

The error in direction of the proton 6" , with

more points were measured on the proton track the vertex

with weight (6/6~)2 and the other points with weight



If a pointing track was measured in more than

one view an attempt is made to reconstruct it. Since the

pointer is not necessarily the same track in the 3 views

a failure to reconstruct it does not imply that it was

measured incorrectly.

The failing events were grouped into the following

categories:

1: Initialization trouble

(e.g. wrong number of points; wrong number of tracks;

wrong fiducials measured).

2: Proton track does not stop in the chamber.

3: Vertex failure

(e.g. failure of intersection routine; bad pointing

track that produces a weight less than 0.1 for the

vertex and the stop point is the only point measured

on the proton track).

4: Illegal use of the missing point flag.

5: Reconstruction failure on beam or proton

(beam tracks were rejected if the discrepancy dz in the

z - coordinates calculated from the 3 pairs of views

was greater than 0.3 em, the requirement for proton

tracks was dz < 0.2 em).

6: Beam is inconsistent with having negative charge.

7: RMS of fit to proton track is too high

(for the straight line fit the limit was length
dependent) .



Scanning efficiency was checked on a random basis.

Appearance (or disappearance) of narrow structures in mx

is not directly influenced by low or biased scanning

efficiency. The data will clearly be biased by a low

efficiency for short forward protons in high multiplicity

events. Also short extremely backward protons will have a

low detection probability. The overall efficiency depends

on the length cut-off and is generally low because the

film is very crowded with tracks from primary and

secondary interactions.

Special emphasis was given to the accuracy of

the measurements which, especially for the short proton

tracks, is crucial for good resolution.

Results of the data acquisition are summarized

in table 1. The number of frames was determined from the

last frame scanned on each roll and the number of lost

frames as recorded by the measurers. The distribution

of gaps in the frame numbers of consecutive events was

checked for all gaps greater than 35 frames. It was

found to be in excellent agreement with the theoretical

random distribution:

(# of gaps of more than G frames) =
(total # of events) * exp(-G * (# of events per frame)).



RMS of mass error ~m x

(for ~m < 50 MeV/c2)x

number
of events 19

63300
10188

o. 16

93.5 %
12 MeV/c2



pd --> Ps X
depends on the kinematic quantities of the beam and the

momentum Pb, the spectator momentum Psp and the angle ~
between beam and spectator - and their propagations

towards the error of the mass m are summarized inx
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dip angle); variations in accuracy with the position in

the chamber are neglected. Therefore, constant errors for

the space coordinates are assumed:

dx = dy = 0.01 cm, dz = 0.05 cm
(the xy - plane is parallel to the front glass).

These errors depend not only on the one-view measuring

accuracy, but also on the optical constants for the three-

dimensional reconstruction.

The optical constants were determined with the
program CONGEN7 on the measurements of 18 front

fiducials, 4 back fiducials and 6 corresponding points

(bubbles) in the chamber. The data of two pictures were

used for each fit. The front fiducials were constrained

to the nominal values8 with an uncertainty of 0.01 cm

for the x- and y- coordinates and with an uncertainty of

0.05 cm for their z- coordinate. The z- coordinate of the

back fiducials was constrained to the nominal value with

an error of 0.1 cm. Constraining the x- and y- coordinates

of the back fiducials did not prove to be useful because

the relative orientation between the front and back

fiducials is unknown.



(#603) did not include distortion parameters; the quality

of the fits was poor. When Berkeley-type (B) distortion

parameters (2 tilts, pincushion and film stretch) were

included in the fit the X2 did not improve as expected.

Graphically it was found that the major distortion was a

constant curvature in the x- direction (along the beam).

With this single distortion parameter (R1) a significant

improvement for the fit was achieved. Finally the

combination (R5) of B- distortions and the R1- distortion

produced a satisfactory result.

Tab. 3: COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT SETS OF DISTORTIONS

Distortions X2 X2 expected

none 334 204
B 275 195

R1 235 202

R5 130 193

The optical constants were determined for 3 more

rolls. The distortion coefficients (especially R1) varied

considerably from roll to roll, probably depending on the

camera pack used. Nevertheless, for the reconstruction of

the spectator events only one set of constants has been

used. Though the change of distortions is non-negligible

over the whole range of the chamber, the effect is



mass m depends only on measurements in a small region.x

A random sample of 20 events was reconstructed both with

and without the use of distortion coefficients; the

maximum difference found in m was only 2 MeV/c2.x

2= x + a·u + b·u·v
222= Y + a·u·v + b·v + c·u + d·v

where u = (x-x ) / zcamera camera



Index of refraction of
Liquid
Glass

Thickness of glass

-z of cameras
Cameras

-25.702
33·373
33.411

Apparent positions
(not distorted)
of fiducial

SET 1

with
distortions

SET 2

without
distortions

1.105
1.513

19.675
215.3

y

0.230
-31.489

32.099

-23.050
35.832
35.901

1.097
1.513

19.634
215.3

y

2.961
-28.976

34.582

-64.358 0.069 -64.498 -0.028
-66.595 1.208 -66.752 1.104
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1 VIEW 1
1 VIEW 2
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2 VIEW 1
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2 VIEW 3

Distortions
VIEW
a
b

c
d

1
0.44

-0.64
0.29
1. 40

2

O. 11

0.02
0.22
0.00

3
0.25
0.04
O. 19

0·35



determined from their range. The momentum - range

relation was obtained from fitting range - energy data9

and is the range in g/cm 2s ,
9 is the density of the liquid deuterium,
1 is the track length,
p is the momentum in HeV/c.



For convenient analysis of the measurements pion

range - momentum data9 were fit in the narrow region of

- 1/4 + b 1/2P - a·s ·s



9 = 0.134 ± 0.0035 g/cm3



constants specially determined for this roll. For the

reconstruction the nominal magnetic field10 H (with an

H = S·Hn

where PTI and p are the momenta of the pion and proton
p as given by the reconstruction,

mA = 1.11557 GeV/c2 is the mass of the A,

~ is the opening angle of the Va.

A mass plot for mA with the scaling factor S set to 1 is

shown in figure 1; the lambdas are clearly separated from

°other V s. The 12 events with

1.11 GeV/c2 < ~ < 1.12 GeV/c2
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For most events the mass m is very sensitive tox



0- constraint fit of 2 points to a straight line has the

error in the fitted angle i1J times smaller than the

dep = i2 d{

Track Angle ~ in the Circle Fit and
the Straight Line Fit.

For a track with 3 equally spaced points the angle ~ at

point # 1 (see Fig.2) is



<p = ~1 -3Y1 + 4Y2 - Y3)

dqJ = f2b d{

A~ between the initial angle and the fitted angle found

this way can be represented by



D = c1 + c2's

(s is the distance from the vertex).

8 = t (I - 0.5)

where s is the average distance of the measured
points from the vertex,r is the turning angle of the track.



elastic peak (section 5.2.2.) with a resolution better

than 20 ~1eV/c2.

ill

0J 12u'-G:i 1~
~
00 8
N

'- 6

~ II
z
~ 2w

5.5
MISSING MASS

m for Elastic Scattersx

According to table 2 the error of fiX due to the error in

the spectator momentum is small near fiX = mO. This can

also be seen directly from equation (5-3): the term

2 Pb Psp cos B is small for elastic events that have {)

near 90 0 • The kinematics of elastic events makes m x



long as a constant value of Pb is used for the calculation

of m (if the real values of the beam momentum are usedx
the mass m changes as given in table 2).x

has to be assigned to each event. The error in the value

of the total average Pb of the beam momentum does not

effect the resolution; it only produces a constant

translation of the whole spectrum by ~Pb'mp/mO and
an almost negligible magnification of the mass scale as



mode, i.e. no other experiments had to be serviced by the

beam in the main ring. 2 extractions from the proton beam

were made for each accelerator cycle. The beam of 15 GeV/c

antiprotons was provided to the 80" bubble chamber by
RF - particle separation through beam line #4 11. The

proposed revision 12 - a third separator cavity - was

installed but not operating. The detailed layout of the

beam line can be found in references 11,12; a simplified

schematic is given in figure 4. Momentum selection is

achieved by horizontal deflections (z- direction),

particle separation operates by vertical deflections

(y- direction). During the run all magnet currents were

repeatedly read under computer control and a warning

message was given if any significant change was detected.

Antiprotons have to be separated from rr- and

K mesons. With the two- cavity system exact double

contaminant rejection cannot be achieved for antiprotons

above 6.5 GeV/c. However, above 15 GeV/c the phase between

the two cavities can be adjusted to a compromise for the

cancellation of deflection angles for both unwanted
particles. The phasors for a beam momentum of 15 GeV/c 13



magnets
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beam momentum Pb. The size of the stopper determines the

tolerance for the phase. Flux - phase curves were measured

be greater than ± 10 degrees, the stability was 2 degrees.

The particle phase angle is proportional to l/P~ and it

changes by 0.10 for pions and by 1.50 for kaons at a

v

During the run the Cerenkov counter was set up to veto a



The horizontal size of the target used was 0.15", so that

the size of the horizontal image at the slit of the first

momentum analysis (collimator C3) was 0.35 em. The opening

of the collimator is 0.46 em, the same size as the

dispersion of the bending magnets for 1% of momentum

deviation. Assuming a perfect optical system and a uniform

illumination of the target the momentum profile behind the

slit has a trapezoidal shape (Fig.6) with 68% of the

area within ± 0.43% of momentum deviation. (With the

standard target size of 0.2" the profile is triangular.)

It is estimated that the beam optics increases the width

by -20%. The second momentum analysis section has about

the same resolution as the first one with a large

dispersion of 1.2 cm/% momentum deviation. The beam leaves

the slit C7 with a correlated deflection - momentum phase

space (Fig.6). In the bubble chamber the correlation is

mostly destroyed due to the angular divergence of the beam.

It was pointed out before (section 3.6.) that

knowledge of deviations from a constant beam momentum

is essential for the resolution in this experiment.

Differences in the momenta of beam particles may be

grouped into 3 categories according to their origin or
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appearance:

a) The acceptance of the beam line (momentum bite).

b) Fast fluctuations (changes of the central momentum for

beam line within a few frames), e.g. differences

between first and second pulse of the chamber.

c) Slow drifts of the central momentum of the beam line.

Averaging measurements of the curvature of beam tracks in

the bubble chamber can determine the magnitude of slow

drifts and the averaged values of the beam momentum can be

assigned to the events. The amount of deviations a) or b)

can be derived from the width of the measurements, if the

measuring error is known to a sufficient accuracy (what is

sufficient depends on the ratio between the deviations and

the measuring error). In the cases a) or b) corrections

to the beam momentum can only be made if the deviations

correlate with a quantity that can be measured with

sufficient accuracy on a single event. The momentum bite

(deviation a) ) depends on the quality of the imaging.

Although the size of the image has not been checked it

seems unlikely that it differed much from the predicted

value.

To determine differences in the momenta of beam

particles by measuring beam tracks on the bubble chamber



film one wants a method that provides a sufficient number

of measured points on each track to detect small kinks

and as many measured tracks as possible so that one

can detect drifts with the best time resolution. The

systematic errors should be constant for all measurements

within -50 MeV/c. The use of the curvature for the

determination of the beam momentum relies on the stability

of the chamber field, which is expected to be sufficiently

good so that fluctuations can be ignored. As mentioned in

chapter 3.2. the optical distortions are not constant;

The differences found amount to a change of the measured

momentum by as much as 200 MeV/c. Therefore, along with

the track measurements the distortions have to be

determined. When using conventional measuring machines

no other systematic errors are encountered but the number

of coordinates to be measured is limited by the measuring

effort (compare chapter 6).

To be able to measure a large number of non-

interacting beam tracks it was decided to use the Rutgers-

Stevens PEPR device in a fully automatic mode. This

electronic encoding system has the disadvantage that,

though the local reproducibility of a measurement within

a short time is -5 times better than the resolution of a

Vanguard film plane digitizer, its global accuracy is

considerably worse: distortions depend not only on the

x and y coordinates but, since PEPR measures with a line



systematic it does not average to zero and it may drift

in time or may be different for each calibration of the

system. The PEPR hardware drift as well as the change

of optical distortions (other than those caused by the

liquid) can be traced by measuring fiducials and the track

from the given apparent locations of the fiducials.

(Apparent positions are defined with respect to the

position of the camera lens which is not changed with

film changes).

20 of the 22 fiducial marks on the front glass of

apparent positions were calculated from their space

coordinates8 with CONGEN7 using the optical constants

and distortions of roll 615 (compare sections 3.2 and 3.4).

the hardware was improved, the hardware was readjusted and

in order to reduce angle dependent errors the fiducials

were measured with half the maximum line length (bite);

most fiducial arms are at ± 45°, while beam tracks are

near 0 degrees. The fiducials were fit to 10 parameters

a general linear transformation, 2 film tilts, a

pincushion and the curvature term y ~ x2 (section 3.2).

Agreement with the predicted positions within 1.6 to 2.0 ~
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on film was obtained. The effectiveness of the method to

compensate for drifts was tested by repeatedly measuring

a beam track and fiducials on a single frame. The result,

shown in figure 7 as a function of time and remeasurement

number N, is satisfactory.

The PEPR program was modified to automatically

scan for beam tracks near the end of the chamber and to

measure them without any help by an operator or from

previously hand-measured guidance points. The only

information provided is the average angle and the average

curvature of good beam tracks. The angular dispersion of

the beam (in the y- direction) due to the acceptance of

the beam line is only a few tenths of a degree, so that

a narrow scan criterion of ± 1 degree could be used to

purify the data at the scan level. Since the film is very

crowded with tracks this is a useful discrimination

against unwanted tracks. The steps of scanning and

measuring are demonstrated on a clean picture in figure 8;

the result of track following on a more typical picture is

shown in figure 9.
Matching of beam tracks in 3 views and - since PEPR

was not set up to read frame numbers - possible necessity

for matching frames can be a difficult problem. However,

the beam position in z- direction is defined by the beam

line collimators to ± 1.5 cm in the chamber which is a

sufficiently small deviation to determine the momentum
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from one view only using the same Zo ( = z at x=O) and

the same dip angle for all beam tracks. In figure 10 it

is verified from the measurements of the spectator events

that the average z- coordinate is constant within the

required accuracy for all rolls. The only disadvantage

of not measuring the z- coordinates of the beams is the

loss of information about possible correlations between z

and the momentum.

View 1 of the 13 rolls used in this experiment

was measured. During the operation every 100 frames the

average number of fiducials per frame found was checked;

a minimum of 17 was required in each sample of 100 frames

to avoid systematic errors from losing certain fiducials.

In the average 18.3 fiducials and 2.0 beams were found on

each frame. This is about 75% of all non-interacting beam

tracks on the film. The measuring time was approximately

1000 pictures per hour. All pictures on each roll were

measured with the same calibration of the hardware and

measuring was never interrupted within one roll

(of 5000 frames).

The PEPR output is reconstructed with the program

PBFIT. On each event, defined as a frame with at least one

measured beam track, the fiducials were fit as described



before. The resulting transformations and distortions are

applied to the track data points. The x- and y- space

coordinates are calculated using the optical constants and

the z(x) dependence from the Vanguard measurements as

mentioned above. The space coordinates are fit in the

xy-plane to a circle; deletion of up to 20% of the points

with residuals greater than 3 sigma is used in a standard

way. The attempt to delete the PEPR scan point causes

the track to fail the reconstruction. The momentum is

calculated from the radius and an average value of the

magnetic field as provided by a simplified field routine.

An example for the statistics of a PBFIT - run is shown

in table 5. If on a roll the measuring error for the

fiducials, as calculated from the fiducial fit, was

greater than 2.3 p the data were rejected and the roll
was remeasured.

Figure 11 shows a fraction of the results in a

scatter plot of the momentum and the y- coordinate. The

split in y caused by the particle separator can be seen.

The momenta are averaged and plotted as a function

of the frame number in figure 12. A search for systematic

fast fluctuations by Fourier transform techniques gave no

evidence for periodic changes in momentum. In the search

for correlations a difference of 25 MeV/c in average

momenta for the upper and lower beam was found. This

deviation may be due to a systematic measuring error
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mass mx in this experiment, the width of the momentum

spread of the beam has to be determined. Since for the

calculation of m the momenta of figure 12 are used, thex

differences from the local average p (local being definedn



the width of this distribution of (p - Pn) are

Random error of fiducial fit
Random error of track point measurements
Spread in the z- coordinate of the beam
Coulomb mUltiple scattering error
Strong interaction single scattering error
Internal spread of the beam

± 60 MeV/c
± 80 MeV/c
± 70 MeV/c
± 120 MeV/c

(± 800 MeV/c)
?

accurate prediction for the remaining width. The cut-off

method on a detectable kink14 (like rejects of bad circle

middle of the track by only 0.10 varies the sagitta by 10%.

The cut-off on a visible recoi115 is not suitable for an



by kinks as obtained from a Monte Carlo of momentum

transfers with a probability ebt. The reconstruction with

PBFIT failed 55% to 65% of these kinking tracks, depending

on the value of b ( b = 11, 15, 20, 25 (GeV/c)-2 were

about 800 MeV/c.

The width 6w = ~ (p-Pn)2'after rejection of

data outside a window ±Pw of the measured momentum is

plotted as a function of Pw in figure 13 for the Monte
Carlo data of kinking tracks (curve 1) and for the real

curve has a horizontal asymptote for high values of pw.

The correct fraction of curve 1 is plotted as curve 6;

it is the single scattering error as a function of the

cut-off Pw.* Curve 4 is the result of the subtraction.

Its shape is consistent with a Gaussian within 0.002 GeV/c

* The fraction obtained by this subtraction is the
probability for a track to have a kink, corresponding
to a cross section of 90 mb; this means that more than
half of the kinks are actually caused by track
following mistakes.



in the vertical scale of figure 13; the asymptotic value,

205 MeV/c, is its width.

Now the unfolding of the internal width of

the beam momentum is straight forward. The result of

110 MeV/c ± 25 MeV/c is consistent with the

specifications for the momentum bite of the beam line.
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deuteron is not much larger than their radii and therefore

causes non-negligible "screening". 17,18 The fact that the

study of the missing mass m . The implication on the crossx
sections is discussed in chapter 8.



In the approximation of the impulse mode116 -90%

if Ps is really a spectator with no scattering or
rescattering off the proton in the deuteron.

The CM-energy 18 of the pn- system for an incident beam

_ 2
mO - 5.45 GeV/c .

the deuteron wave function, thus providing a continuous

spectrum of CM- energies m c2 = VS in a range of aboutx

mx is determined by the momentum p of the spectatorsp

proton using energy - momentum conservation for the



2 = 2 + 2m~ + 2mdEb - 2Esp(md+Eb) + 2Pb·psp (5-3)m mdx
or 2 2m = mo - 2Tsp(md+Eb) + 2Pb .Psp (5-3')x

where m is the proton or antiproton mass,p
md is the deuteron mass,
Pb' Eb are the laboratory beam momentum and energy,
E is the laboratory energy of the spectator andsp
T is its kinetic energy.sp

(5-1) is shown in figure 14 (solid lines). The dashed line

represents Psp versus mx at cos ~ = 0 ( D is the angle

between the spectator momentum and the beam). Masses

greater than mo can only be obtained from forward going

spectators; a small region below mo' approximately

0.1 GeV/c2 wide, is populated by both forward and backward

backward spectators.
Among the various approximations 18,19,20 to the

numerical deuteron wave functions21 the most popular one

is the HUlthen wave function for the S- wave, neglecting
the -4% D- wave contribution 19 :
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the momentum distibution n(p) is obtained by integrating

m2 over the solid angle n :

(II)

The area J n(p) dp is normalized to 1 with
o

A = ~ ab (a+b)3
1f

projected momentum p of less than 70 MeV/c are rejected,xy

events with p between 79 and 100 MeV/c are accepted with
xy

a Gaussian probability centered at 100 MeV/c with a half

where LT is the total track length of the beam,

- Psp is the neutron momentum, -is the density of neutrons with momentum Pn'

is the M¢11er22 flux factor given by



with vb' vn being the beam and neutron velocities.
The neutron density 9~ can be expressed by the Hulthen

distribution (5-5) and the particle density 9n in the target,

the pn- cross section can be approximated by

2 460 is the pn- cross section at So = mO c

c is the slope ~~ of the cross section at s = sO.

1 ~( - -) 2 - - 2' 2 1 {). - vb-v -(VbXV) p dp -2d cosvb n n

Here 1p2 «p2+a2)(p2+b2»-2 dpd cos {) is the normalized

probability density for a neutron to have the momentum p

and the angle ~ with respect to the beam. Integration

over cos ~ can be done in a closed form and provides the





pd --) pd + anything

pd --) nd + anything
(5-10a)
(5-10b)

generates a missing mass m according to equation (5-3')x

in non-relativistic approximation. Here Psd is the
momentum of the spectator-like deuteron, Tsd is its

kinetic energy and Psp is the momentum that a proton of
the same range would have. For deuteron momenta around

= 1.7 psp



contaminate the missing mass spectrum mx in a narrow

region near mO with a half width of

~mx = 0.25 ~P~p = 5 MeV/c2. Experimental results are
shown in figure 17 and figure 3. The scattering angle is

only one studied at Pb = 15 GeV/c is the reaction
pd --) pdn+rr- with a cross section of 0.3 mb 23. The

are constrained in the quantity mx in a similar way as

In equation (5-11') mO is replaced by maN with

maN = mO + R'(m~-m~)/2mx

where mN is the mass of the N - resonance,

R is essentially the ratio p /p d = 0.59sp s
(its more accurate form also contains the
ratio between the beam momentum used in the
calculation and the true beam momentum) .



The width of the N - resonance reduces to a width in mX
by the factor 0.59 mN / mx' which is approximately one
sixth for the low N* states. Therefore these events will

produce narrow peaks in the m - spectrum if the beamx

momentum is constant or a constant beam momentum is used

for the calculation of m . A change of 1% in the truex
value of the beam momentum varies only the factor R by 1%,

whereas adjusting the value Pb by 1% changes mO by 1/2 %.

The kinematic region for the coherent deuteron events is in

produce a low momentum proton PL which looks like a

spectator, while the neutron is the true spectator

pd --> ns p PL + anything

pd --> ns n PL + anything .

(5-13a)
(5-13b)

missing mass m of these events is like in pd elasticx
scattering still centered near mO but because of the

Fermi motion of the proton it spreads over a much larger



pp -> N + PL ( 5 -1 3c )

will also resonate in the quantity m withx

(the energy TL of the low momentum proton varies mx only

by ±3 MeV/c2). The target motion, though, causes the

resonance to be spread out over several 100 MeV/c2 in

reactions (5-13) can be understood with the results from a
- 24pp - experiment at 12.1 GeV/c at the CERN 2m bubble

The distribution of the laboratory momentum PLp for the

proton is shown in figure 16a, the angular distibution

0.11 GeV/c < PLp < 0.36 GeV/c to eliminate detection
biases and most protons that do not stop in the chamber.

(All data were read from graphs).

The kinematic limit for cos ~ in reaction (5-15)

is approximately (for Pb » mp)
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( c 0 s {). .:::' / t. m (1 +Am / mp )mln V2Pb

(cos {). .:::o. 12mln

chamber is higher than the kinematic limit. The value of

2TL(Eb+mp) + mpAm + (t.m)2
co s i) = -----.....-------- ( 5 - 17 )

2PbPLP

at PLp = 0.11 GeV/c is (cos i». = o. 19.mln



(cas .v). increases with higher missing masses.mln

pd --) Ps PL + anything .



produce resonances in m in the 2- and 4- prong data and,x

because of the absence of Fermi motion, they will be



plane digitizer. The mass m recoiling against the protonx

was calculated from energy-momentum conservation and is

is dominated by elastic and quasi-elastic scattering.

Partial results were presented at an APS -meeting25 in
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events (chapter 5) contribute mainly at masses greater

than 5.5 GeV/c2. The flux for the pn interactions

mx = mO· Two examples for approximate scales of cross

sections are drawn into the plot. For a more rigorous

the mass m noticeably. Various studies were performed,x
including investigations of beam tracks on the measured

events for this experiment and other experiments23,26 on

On 4 of the rolls ( 5000 pictures per roll )

15 beam tracks were measured every 500 frames. An F-test27



scattering error and due to the single hadronic
scattering 14 ( small kinks) in the chamber or upstream,

select beam tracks that are parallel to each other within

a very tight tolerance. 500 beam tracks on 3/4 of the

film used in figure 18 have been measured this way to

provide an average momentum with an accuracy of 40 MeV/c

available - for the calculation of the mass in figure 18.

All the above methods for monitoring the beam

of the beam momentum in the first run. The quality of

the new film was considerably better so that automatic



processing procedures apply to run #1 as well, some

differences in the scanning rules and especially a

systematic uncertainty of about 300 MeV/c in the relative

values of the beam momenta in the two runs motivated the

decision not to combine the data.



Angular and momentum distributions for the

measured spectator protons are compared with the

Psp for all events, shown in figure 19, cannot be
described by the HUlthen function because of the presence

plotted in figure 20; the shape of the distribution agrees

wi th the theory (Hulthen wave function wi th a = 45.7,

b = 260 MeV/c; do/ds = -2.5 ~b/GeV2; other corrections as in

section 5.1; amplitude fitted) in the momentum interval of

120 to 220 MeV/c. Below 120 MeV/c the detection efficiency

decreases and approaches zero for spectator tracks shorter

than 1 mm. The sudden increase of the cross section above

220 MeV/c has been observed by other experiments with
various beam energies and particles28, 29. The D - wave of

the deuteron wave function averages at slightly higher

spectator momenta 19 but its shape is very similar to the

shape of the S - wave distribution, so that it cannot

explain the excess of spectators with high momenta. Most

likely the enhancement above 220 MeV/c is caused by double

scattering with an exponential probability for the

momentum transfer Itl to the proton. The number of events
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with P > 350 MeV/c drops rapidly with the increasing
sp

probability for the track to leave the scan volume. The

for events with 110 MeV/c < p < 360 MeV/cj thissp

restriction is to eliminate most of the detection and

110 MeV/c < p < 150 MeV/c, a momentum region that is
sp

reasonably well described by the HUlthen prediction

distribution for the events with p between 110 and
sp

360 MeV/c is a prediction using the scaling factor of the

presence of a pion exchange mechanism from the antiproton

to the deuteron as described by R.Poster et al.30. The

distribution for the events with p > 220 MeV/c was
sp

investigated and for cos ~ < 0 no discrepancy with the



these events are real spectators, although it is possible

that an almost flat angular distribution in the backward

hemisphere can be produced by a mixture of pion exchange

mechanism30 and rescattering with small momentum transfer.

60% of the events with forward going protons

are not spectator events in the sense of the impulse

approximation. The shape of their angular distribution

is in agreement with the shape predicted for the

contaminations (5-13) from neutron spectator events. For

better comparison the distribution for 4-pronged events

is plotted in figure 22 (upper histogram); the theoretical

curve is drawn to fit the left half of the plot. The

distribution of events above this line agrees well with

the one in figure 16d (note that Fig.16d contains only one

of all possible 4-prong channels).

The lower histogram in figure 22 shows the

angular distribution for 2-pronged events; it proves the

effectiveness of the rejection of elastic and quasi-elasic

type of events, which should peak at a positive value of

cos V near cos {) = O. A remainder of the tail of quasi-

elastic events extending to cos {) = 0.4 can be seen.

The amount of contamination from non-spectator

events decreases with increasing charged mUltiplicity. As

an example the angular distribution for events with 8 or

more prongs is shown in figure 23.
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The neutron density Pn is calculated from the

measured charge density Pch (3-7), corrected for the
hydrogen contamination

_1_ = 255 ± 6 m mb /event .
Pn

n(L) = nO
-L/).

e

A is the free path length
A = track length = 1interaction -o-'----P---tot ch

where the total pd cross section5 of 93 mb has been

reduced to 0tot = 86 mb by the cross section for
undetectable elastic scatters and by the correction for



impurity in the chamber. The result for the average track

length is *
< L > = A ( 1 - e-L / A) = 117 ± 1 cm .

determines the total track length

LT = 350 * 103 ± 7 * 103 m
F = 1350 ± 20 events/mb for neutron

visible backward going spectator (visible defined as p >sp

110 MeV/c) are listed in table 6a. Odd pronged events have

estimated from the number of detected r - ray conversions
and is also included in the corrections.

* The commonly used approximation <L> = L' (1 - ~A) = 111 cm
is inaccurate for this experiment.



spectators are fit in the region of p between 120 MeV/c
sp

to 220 MeV/c to dn/dp as obtained by integrating equation

( 5-7') over cos f) from 0 to 1 (forward neutron) with the

factor of the fitted curve, and the corresponding cross
sections 6(d) are listed in table 6b. Because the fits

n

Psp = 130 MeV/c an increased efficiency of 80% was derived

for the calculation of these cross sections. Otherwise the



(5 = 6(d) (1+D)
n n

elastic" defined as a scattering by less than 2 degrees

for the fast track).* The number of neutron interactions

interactions to 280 ± 30, yielding a cross section of

32 ± 3.5 mb and with4 (5n = 53 mb

D = 0.65 ± 0.15

are to be compared with (5(>2)
n '

Estimating that 20% of the elastic and quasi- elastic
events are undetectable a total pd- cross section of
90 ± 4 mb was found).



-The elastic cross section can be approximated by the pp-

elastic cross section31 of -9 mb. The 1- prong cross

section is estimated from the pp 2- prong cross section32

of 12.6 mb at 15 GeV/c and the various exclusive pp cross

sections33 at 6.9 GeV/c. The data at 6.9 GeV/c show that

pp -> pp ( nO)

-> rr - ( rrO)pp np

pp -> pn rr+ ( rrO)

pp -> nn rr+rr- (TIO)

For the pn interactions only 2 of the equivalent channels

",(>2) = 37 7 bu • mn

For comparison, the value of D found by B.Y.Oh et al. for
- 28pn scattering between 1.09 and 3.45 GeV/c by scaling



6d = 6 + 6 - 06n p

where 6d, 6 , 6 are the total cross sections for
n p deuteron, neutron and proton scattering.

06 is the screening of one nucleon in the deuteron by the

other; its simplest form17 is

-2
06 = <r > 6 64rr n p

where <r-2> is the mean inverse square separation of the

nuclei in the deuteron.

<r-2> is usually derived from charge symmetry and the

deuteron), (antiparticle - proton) and (antiparticle -
deuteron) interactions 17,4. The measured values of <r-2>
at various beam momenta up to 20 GeV/c have been reviewed

by Galbraith34 in 1969, Serpukhov data are included in

reference 35. <r-2> appears to rise with increasing beam

momentum. At 15 GeV/c its value is 0.04 mb-1. Theoretical

values are energy independent; the highest value of

0.03 mb-1 is obtained from a deuteron wave function with

hard core18.



o = o(Hu) + o(Hu) + AO
d n p

o(Hu) o(Hu) are the cross sections for events with
n ' p

a Hulthen - type spectator proton or neutron,

o = (o(Hu) + .l<50+ .l60) + (o(Hu) + .loo+ .lAO) - 00
d n 2 2 P 2 2

and may be interpreted as equation (8-5), i.e.

On (1 - .loolo - .lAolo ) = o(Hu)2 n 2 n n

geometrical interpretation 17 of the Glauber
-2<4n >'op is the probability for1 00 _ 1model the term 2 ~ -2

n
a beam to hit the proton



interaction with intensities A ..
1

scattering part :

LA.(5 (x.) =
i 1 P 1

The rescattering (5p(lIpnll)of the absorptive component has

the quantum numbers of a pn - system for the projectile;

LA.(5 (x.):;:
i 1 P 1

(5 = (5(Hu) + 2 0(5n n

With <r-2> = 0.04 mb-1, 6p = 50 mb one gets 0(5 = 8.3 mb

and D = 0.5



result is in good agreement with the values of D found

from the scan data. The topological neutron cross sections

calculated with the same value of D = 0.65 ± 0.15 for all

topologies are listed in table 6b.



a) For Events with a Visible Spectator in Backward Direction
110 MeV/c < p < 360 MeV/csp

Charged Multiplicity
Events NV
Corrected # of Events **
Cross Section [mb]
Error (statistical) [mb]

2 *
147
285

O. 19

0.016

4
960

1482
1.10
0.036

6
765

1182
0.88
0.032

8
350
540

0.40
0.022

Charged Multiplicity
Extrapolation in p

spEvents NHu
Corrected
Cross Section [mb]
Error
Corrections for Screening
and Double Scattering :
pn Cross Section [mb]
Error (random) [mb]
Error (systema tic) [mb]

1.66
0.20

2.7
0.3
0.4

8.26
0.38

13.6
0.6
2.0

7.06
0.36

11.6
0.6
1.8

3.54
0.27

5.8
0.4
0.9

10

83
126

0.09
0.010

0.75
O. 15

1.2

0.2
0.2

12
12

18
0.01
0.003

O. 16

0.06

0.25
O. 1

0.05

*
***

Clearly inelastic events only . ** Systematic error -5 %
Not fitted; from extrapolation in multiplicity of the ratio NV/NHu

total
2319
3594
2.66
0.055

21 .4
0.6

35·3
1.0

5.3



The mass m recoiling against the spectatorx
proton Ps in the reaction (1-1)

pd --) p Xs
is plotted for all events in figure 24. The error in mx

to a region around mo as shown in figure 14. The events at

the high and low mass tails of figure 24 have spectator

more relevant in this region. The best resolution is found

around 5.2 GeV/c2 and 5.8 GeV/c2. However, for most events

small compared to the error introduced by variations in the

beam momentum, which is almost constant (-20 MeV/c2) over

not improve the total resolution significantly.
2Except for the enhancement above 5.6 GeV/c
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smooth. The largest fluctuations (at 4.62 and 5.37 GeV/c2)

have a significance of less than 2 standard deviations. For

the region near 5.4 GeV/c2 (with -200 events/bin) the

sensitivity is 10 ~b per standard deviation for narrow

resonances (with a width of 20 MeV/c2 or less) that can be

pd -> P Xs

Curves 1 and 2 are obtained for Gaussians with half-widths

of 20 MeV/c2 and 25 MeV/c2 respectively, curve 3 derives



from the convolution of a flat distribution with a 0 of

17 MeV/c2 ( a possible approximation for the distribution

of beam momenta) and a Gaussian with 0 = 12 MeV/c2

(measuring error). In the Regge model36 with a slope of

1 GeV-2 for the trajectory the density ot states near

5.5 GeV/c2 is -11 (GeV/c2)-1; a gain of resolution from

25 to 20 MeV/c2 improves the sensitivity for the detection

mechanism the distribution of the mass m should have itsx

maximum near mO (Fig.14). Double scattering from both

nucleons in the deuteron and contaminations by proton and

therefore increase the number of events with mx > mO.

It was shown in chapter 7 that the amount of contamination

These histograms show that the enhancement in the mass

plot (Fig.24) above 5.6 GeV/c2 is mostly due to events
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shows the distribution of m for events with a pointingx

of the ratio between events with mx > mO and events with

mx < mO is apparent. The excess of events with forward

spectators is still large mainly due to the symmetric

baryon state. The excess in the number of 4 pronged events

(Fig.27) above 5.6 GeV/c2 shows indications of structure.



can produce resonances in m . In figure 29 the 4 prongedx

events are separated into events with a pointing track and

momentum of 14.9 GeV/c for the calculation of m ; for ax

track shorter than 2 mm have been omitted. The histogram

shows peaks at 5.55 and 5.65 GeV/c2. Assuming that the

(5-10c) the corresponding masses of the N are calculated

from equations (5-11) and (5-12) as mN = 1.67 GeV/c2 and

2.18 GeV/c2. The lower resonance is consistent with the

spectator neutron the masses of the N would be given by

equation (5-15) as mN = 1.40 and 1.77 GeV/c2. The width

in mx introduced by the Fermi motion of the proton target

was found from Monte Carlo events to be 200 MeV/c2 (full
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is concluded that the reactions (5-13c) can only be partly

responsible for the peaks at 5.55 and 5.65 Gev/c2, unless

by the reactions (5-10c) the 6- resonance will peak in the

m - spectrum at 5.48 GeV/c2. The data in figure 30 werex

obtained with the same conditions as the corresponding

4-prong data. The signal from the ~(1232) resonance is not

resolved from the peak at 5.55 GeV/c2, but the comparison

with figure 29 shows the enhancement of events near

5.48 GeV/c2 clearly.



is defined as the center-of-mass system of this neutron and

the antiproton beam. The Feynrnan - X variable37 is

near X = o. The rapidity distribution in figure 31 as well

as the distribution of piab in figure 32 show an increase
of the number of negative pointers over the number of

pd --> p + pointer + Xs
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in shape for the negative (XO - plot) and the positive

pointer (X-- - plot). The xO - plot contains an enhancement

of events between 3.6 and 4.0 GeV/c2 that is very similar

to the enhancement over Regge-exchange predictions seen24

in the reaction pp --) PPTI+~- at 12 GeV/c for the mass of

the (ppn±)- system. The range of the missing mass covers

the region of the y*- resonance38 at 3.7 GeV/c2; no

indication of a narrow peak can be found at this mass in

the XO- spectrum. In the region of the J/Y- particle3 at

3. 1 GeV/c2 the number of events is too small to draw any

in the quark model a doubly charged non-strange meson can

only be obtained from a system of 4 or more quarks. None of

selected; a peak of 7 events in a background of 1 event

appears at 3.7 GeV/c2 in the spectrum of the exotic

significance may be of interest. Following the ideas of

F.T.Solmitz39 there is no unique way of determining the

bin is quoted - assuming a Poisson distribution - as tn.
The interpretation is the following: if the experiment is

repeated the number of events expected in that bin is



n ±tn with 68% probability. One may now, however, ask for

the probability that upon repetition of the experiment the

number of events in this bin will be less or equal to the

background. For the case of 7 events in a background of

1 event this probability is 1*10-5, corresponding to 4.4
standard deviations. In this calculation no error has been

assigned to the background. When trying to quote the

reliability or probability for the estimate of the back-

ground one leaves the anti-Bayesian view and different

approaches will generally lead to different results. It

may be of interest to perform the calculation of the

probability for a background of 2 events per bin. In this

case the result is 1*10-3 or 3.2 standard deviations.

Due to the selection criterion for pointers as

tracks with a large angle in respect to the beam the sample

of pointers is expected to be enriched with K-mesons. The

missing mass for the reaction (9-1) with the kaon inter-

pretation for the pointer is displayed in figure 36;
events where the measured track length and the curvature

of the track are inconsistent with the range-momentum

relation ("overstopping") have been omitted. For further

enrichment of the sample of pointers by kaons events were

selected on the basis of a high transverse momentum for

the pointing track. No resonance was found in these data.

The invariant mass of the spectator and the pointer

is a quantity with little meaning for neutron interactions
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4-prong data. In the (prr+)- mass (Fig.37) one expects the

presence of the ~++(1232) resonance, but as in other

experiments24,39 the ~- peak cannot be separated visually

from the background. The bump near 1.9 GeV/c, usually seen

in pn- and pn+ invariant mass distributions40, is not

the corresponding mass plot shows a narrow peak at

1.85 GeV/c2 near the mass of the 20(1865). The forward-

to-backward ratio of the proton direction for the 20 events

20 production is observed cannot be excluded.

Finally in the contaminations from coherent
d t t t t b d* d t" 41eu eron even s one expec s 0 0 serve - pro uc lon .

The (dn+)- mass (Fig.38) shows a peak around 2.18 GeV/c2

which agrees with the expected mass (2.17 GeV/c2) for the
(~++n)- bound state. The (dn-)- mass distribution peaks

approximately 30 MeV/c2 below the d*- mass. It is not

clear whether this peak is due to the neutral d-stars (~On)

and (~-p). A similar mass difference between the neutral



and the charged d-stars seems to be indicated in IT+d
interactions42 at 15 GeV/c.
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where PL is a low momentum particle stopping inside the

80" bubble chamber within a distance of -50 cm from

are neutron interactions with a spectator proton Ps

pd --) Ps X-.
Interactions other than single scattering off the neutron

forward angles of the particle PL in the laboratory frame.

2- and 4-prong events show strong production of excited

states of the antiproton.

A resolution of 22 ± 3 MeV/c2 was achieved for

the mass m of the X-. The sensitivity for resolvedx
resonances in the total sample of data is 10 pb per

standard deviation of significance near 5.4 GeV/c2

(for -200 events /20 MeV/c2). No narrow enhancement in



deuteron interactions amount to -4 times the Glauber

screening correction.

The Feynman - X distribution for the pointing

tracks (interpreted as pions) shows that the majority

of these particles are produced in the central region.

Distributions of the missing mass recoiling against

the spectator and the pointer do not show any resonance

of appreciable significance.
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